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Members 
 

Observers 
 

Bob Wallace - Chairman Phill Fox – Bedford Borough Council

Steve Bunstead Simon Fisher – Bedford Borough Council

David Mitchell Yvonne Gregory – Bedford Borough Council

James Russell Lizzie Barnicoat – Secretary

Nigel Jacobs 

Barry Ingram                               

Andy Gerrard 

Graham Watson Apologies

Sarah Hollands Vicki Barrett

David Binns Ian Redgwell
 
 

 
1. 

 
Election of Chairman 
 
Barry Ingram proposed Bob Wallace continue as Chairman, seconded by Steve 
Bunstead, and this was unanimously agreed by those present, Bob Wallace agreed to 
continue as Chair for one more year.  The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting 
and thanked everyone for attending.     
At this point of the meeting, the Chair reported that Vicki Barrett has resigned from the 
Forum, Bob Wallace detailed the role of the Vice Chair and the Forum felt it important 
that the individual should be a representative of land owners.  It was unanimously 
agreed by those present that James Russell be the Vice Chair to the Forum for the 
coming year.  
 

 
2. 

 
Welcome to Sarah Hollands, Portfolio Holder for Community and Regulatory Services 
 
The Chair welcomed Councillor Hollands to the Forum, Simon Fisher had briefed
Councillor Hollands on the role of the Local Access Forum, and Councillor Hollands
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thanked the Members for inviting her to the meeting and that she would help the Forum
in any way she can. 
  

 
3. 

 
Public Questions 
 
There were no public questions received, as no members of the public present.   
 

 
4. 

 
Apologies 
 
See above. 
 

 
5. 

 
Minutes of previous meeting held on 4th April 2011 to be agreed 
 
These had been circulated to all members prior to the meeting; it was unanimously
agreed by those present to be signed as a true and accurate record by the Chairman.
It was noted by Members that the postponement of June’s meeting had been
unfortunate. 
 

 
6. 

 
Matters arising from previous meeting 
 
6.1 Bedford Borough Local Access Forum website – enquiries had continued to be made 
by the Secretary with the Borough Council and Linda Stevens of Member Services is the 
appropriate individual to discuss the use of the Project Involve facility.  The latest is that 
the Borough Council has not made a formal decision on whether this facility will be 
available to outside organisations and if so whether the service will be free or if a charge
will apply, so Secretary to continue to pursue. 

Action 
Matter to be pursued –Secretary 
 
6.2 Distribution of logo - PF has forwarded to Secretary. 
 
6.3 Staffing structure – SF circulated staffing structure to all those present and gave an 
overview of the personnel at present within the department, highlighting that some 
roles do cross over with other departments within the Borough Council.  It was noted 
that Country Park Rangers are included within the structure, and SF went on to clarify 
the difference between urban and rural rangers.  It was felt that the document would 
be more beneficial if contact details for the personnel could be included. 
 
Action 
SF to forward pdf with contact details on staffing structure for circulation – SF and 
Secretary 
 
6.4 Annual Report update – the final version has been circulated and is uploaded on the
Council website.  AG enquired as to the mailing and circulation list used for the report 
and it was discussed how to maximise circulation of the report.  It was felt that circulation 
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of the report to individuals and organisations who would receive the Rights of Way 
Improvement Plan could be used as introduction to the fact that the Plan will be 
circulated shortly and would also in turn reinforce the Forum’s work, and may act as a 
useful recruitment tool as well. 
 
6.5 Forum funding and independent Secretariat – the contract has been renewed till 
2012. 
 
6.6 Contact made to some Forum members – PF had contacted three members who 
had not attended recent meetings, Liz Wright and Karen Aspinall had resigned, and Ian
Redgwell had expressed a wish to continue, apologising for being not in attendance 
due to work commitments.  Members were aware and mindful that with three 
resignations of Members who all had an interest in equestrian access that the Forum is
currently lacking representation.  PF agreed to raise awareness at a forthcoming 
equestrian event and with the British Horse Society contacts, and there was also a 
general discussion about to raise awareness overall of the Forum to encourage 
recruitment of members who represent a number of user groups. 
PF added that a land owner representative had volunteered and expressed a wish to 
join the Forum, Mark Egar, it was agreed that contact to be made inviting to future
meetings. 
 
Action 
Liaison with equestrian community regarding recruitment – PF 
Contact to be made inviting new Member to future meetings – PF and Secretary  
 
Other items to be covered during the meeting. 

 
7. 

 
Rights of Way Network Issues 
 
a) Yvonne Gregory invited to give overview of role – BW welcomed Yvonne to the 
meeting and YG gave an overview of her very varied role within the Rights Of Way 
team, explaining her role regarding the processing of orders.  This includes both the 
technical and administrative aspects of public notices, as well as updating and
consolidating the network map to ensure that Officers have the most up to date 
information available.  YG explained the process regarding orders in detail, taking into 
account the consultation process and the realistic time scale of the whole process form
start to finish.  In addition, YG ensures the Council website is kept up to date as well as 
providing addition support to Officers when needed.  PF explained that YG’s role is very
complex and the work and support she provides is very vital to the functionality of the
whole department and their success.  Members were welcomed to ask questions and 
these included more detailed information about the order process, timescale and the
number of orders on average dealt with in a year. 
The Forum then went on to discuss the Definitive Map Officer vacancy, YG explained 
that she is currently processing the map so that all local parish councils receive a copy of 
the paths in their parish and this was praised as a very useful tool.  It was felt by the Forum
that any anomalies do need to be considered fully, and it was agreed that the Rights Of
Way team will meet to discuss these and then examples of these can be fed back to the 
Forum. 
The availability of documents online was felt to be key in this process, as well as the use 
of the CAMS database, with a flag system showing reported problems on a footpath as 
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well as a key with symbols to show items on a path.  If this could be linked with a 
mapping system that was live and online it was felt that this information would be
invaluable to users across the network, particularly when route planning.  There was an 
awareness  that IT issues and physical staff capacity for this system implementation is just
simply not possible at present but is an area that needs to be developed as soon as
possible.  It was agreed that a Definitive Map link to be circulated to Members with 
access instructions to allow ease of understanding. 
 
Action 
Access anomalies, examples to be reported to the next meeting – PF and Secretary 
Definitive Map link and information to be circulated – PF and Secretary 
 
b) Update on Definitive Map Officer vacancy – SF clarified further regarding this 
vacancy, stating that there are no immediate plans to appoint an Officer, however,
gave reassurance that the local authority are aware that there are outstanding path
matters that need attention.  A member of the Rights Of Way team has been doing a
few extra hours a week in this area to assist with the issues being resolved and items
being moved forwards.  It is more likely and most realistic that a brief will be collated and 
then circulated to contractors for a possible tender for the interim period.  In addition, SF 
and PF reiterated that the Officers and department are very committed to resolving 
outstanding issues including any ongoing matters which have been going on for a very
long time, sometimes even years. 
SF detailed that like all department of the Borough there is budgetary work starting 
already for the next financial year, and that the Rights Of Way department would have
to put forward possible areas of savings and cuts.  There will be a public consultation on 
this in September, and SF hoped that the department would not be affected but that
feedback to the public consultation would be very valuable.  The Forum was very keen 
for a contribution to be made once more budgetary information is known, so agreed to
be a future agenda item. 
 
Action 
Budgetary public consultation document to be circulated and discussed – SF/Secretary
and future agenda item 
 
c) CAMS database update including prioritisation methodology – PF circulated a policy 
framework document to all present, giving a detailed background overview of the 
document and the discussion that Officers had had when the document had been
considered recently.  The Forum were aware that this is a work in progress and praised 
the development of this useful tool to hopefully assist with issue reporting.  There is to be 
clarification sought regarding the Borough Council structure and protocol reference 
contained in priority one to ascertain whether this should remain or not.  The Forum
discussed in detail the target timescale and reality of the targets, as well as how best to 
manage the system.  The Members were very keen to support the process and it was
suggested that the Forum’s role is to act as a reality checker and give the viewpoint from
a user as to what is and is not acceptable, for example, in regards to caller response
time and resolution.  Everyone present felt the response and realistic expectation are key
to the system being effective and that maybe through analysing reported issues over the 
last year it may assist with planning with realistic levels of expectation for the future. 
Questions raised included, how would internal checks be carried out by management
and how would multiple complainers be recorded in regards to one issue.  The Forum
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praised and thanked PF for all his hard work on this area. 
 
d) Seasonal Vegetation Clearance - SF and PF reported that these have 
commenced and are being worked through; SF added that this area will be a realistic
area where cuts will be looked at and reviewed when looking forward and considering
budgetary cuts. 
 

 
8. 

 
A short break was taken by members. 
 

 
9. 

 
Green Lanes Management Plan 
 
A draft example had been circulated to all prior to the meeting, of Scott Street, and SF
gave update that fifteen plans of lanes to date had been received, and two 
outstanding.  SF did reiterate that different aspects are included within the report to aid
the Borough Council with further management decisions whilst being mindful of the 
current financial climate.  The future strategy would potentially be putting forward a 
combined bid, for example, to bring about improvements to a specific green lane. 
Member’s views were welcome, and some were concerned that having given specific 
feedback previously on the plan that these comments have not been taken on board
and that the report is too biased.  The biodiversity aspect is the predominate feature in 
the report rather than access which is the priority, so this concerned a number of 
Members.  Overall, it was felt that the report does not fit the brief and that integrated 
management analysis and information is not included.  There was also a feeling that
considering the green lanes make up 0.3% of the rights of way network that the money
spent on this report is very high for the relative value it will add.  SF thanked everyone for
their valuable feedback, and agreed to report this back. 
 
Action 
Feedback to be given – SF 
 

 
10. 

 
Rights Of Way Improvement Plan 
 
PF had circulated the latest working progress document to all prior to the meeting, and 
PF detailed the review and processes that occur prior to public consultation, the
document is currently at this stage and once finalised will be undergoing a period of
public consultation.  PF welcomed comments; initial feedback was some members 
found the maps in the electronic version took a long time to download and that there 
were a high number of maps contained within the document.  The timeline was
circulated to Members, against the cycle of the Local Access Forum meetings and it was 
felt that it would be most appropriate to make this document a single item for discussion 
at the December meeting. 
 
Action 
Full consideration of the document during public consultation period – Future agenda 
item 
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11. 

 
Any Other Notified Business 
 
The government white paper was noted by the Members along with future meeting 
dates of the Forum for the coming year and it was agreed that next meeting to be held
in Wilstead. 
BI detailed the Bedfordshire Walking Festival and the numerous events going on
between 3rd and 11th November including lots of family events, BI was thanked for his
hard work with this event. 
BI gave an update regarding the Bunyan Trail and that Bedford Borough and Central
Bedfordshire Councils have now agreed on a type of signage for this route and they will
be put up shortly. 
 
Meeting closed at 9.10pm 

  

 
Signed: …………………………….    Date:  …………… 


